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At the beginning of the fourteenth century, the Ottomans had established
a smail principality on the Byzantine border. In less than two hundred
years, this principality developed into a world empire absarbing vast

areas in the Balkans, Anatolia, the Middle East and North Africa, with diverse

ethnic, religious, economic and political structures. Recent research shows that
in the process of empire building, the Ottomans adopted a flexible approach
in administering these widely different areas: they not only observed the local
practices, but alsa created new structures in all sectOl's by drawing on the rich
traditions of these regions. One area in which the Ottomans created new
structures was in the building of cities. Conscious of their importance for their
administration, the Ottomans sought to develop the cities in the areas under
their rule. They not only rebuilt existing cities but alsa created new ones from
sCl'atch. What methods did the Ottomans use in city building? What were their
to als in this endeavar? What were the main characteristics of theAttoman city?
How did the Attoman cities evolve over time?

The answers to these questions are crucial for a full understanding of

Ottoman history. Although cities have heen frequently mentioned in histarical
studies about the socio-economic formatian of the Ottoman Empire, the city

itself has ra rely been the primary target of concem. Despite an increase

recently in the number of monographs and articles concerning the cities in
Arab provinces of the empire, there are relatively few studies relating to the
cities in Anatolian or Balkan provinces. The studies concerning the cities
in Arab provinces, on the other hand, usually center on the notian of the
"Islamic city," ignaring for various reasons and even completely denying the
Attoman element.I

We are, therefare, as yet far from being able to construct a full portrait of
the Ottoman cities. Nonetheless, based on the current research, constructing a

portrait of the Attoman cities with holes and blank areas will still be valuable
in that it will help identify areas for further research.
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This article aims to do this. it draws an outline of the main characteristics
. .,

of the'Onoman cities in the Balkans, Anatolia and North Africa, with special
emphasis on the ir evalutian under Onarnan rule and the interconnection
between them. AS,with same re cent studies, this article uses the concept of
the 'Onarnan city' to refer to the citi~s developed under the Ottoman
rule.2 This city had its roots either in Islamic and Turkish of Byzantine
traditions.

The Roots of the Ottornan City
In the territories covered by the empire, the Onomans found societies at

various stages of development. Due to widely different histarical backgrounds
and geographic conditions, they had adopted different lifestyles leading to th~
development of diverse cultures and administrative forms. The Onoman ideal
of creating a harmonious society out of these diversities led to the formatian
of several types of provincial administration and urban life within the empire.
In order to understand the roots of the Onarnan city, therefore, one needs to
study the pre-Onoman traditions and conditions as well as the Onarnan
philosophy,of government.3 The development of urban centers in these areas
was closely linked with their particular histarical backgrounds and
geographical conditions. But, the inadeguacy of city monographies
prevents us from portraying a full picture of pre- and early Onarnan urban life
in these areas.4 Instead, we have to be satisfied with same fairly general
conclusions.

The Balkans: The Polis, Administrative and
Autonornous Cities

Before Onomans arrived in the Balkans, three types of cities were present:
the polis established by the Greeks in the areas of Greece and Thrace
(Ottoman Rumelia), in which no distinction was ma de between city and
country; the dependent or administrative city of the Romans, which appear
mainly in the Danube area, and, finally, the autonomous communes, Le., the
maritime cities of the Adriatic, Aegean and Black Sea coasts and the cities with
special municipal privileges in the interior. Q

The earliest c\ties in the region date back to the Bronze Age, Le., the
middle of the ,second millennium B.e. These were comm~rcially based but
bureaucratic cities developed by the Greeks. These cities were to be replaced
by the tribal and feudal strongholds of the Iron Age culture around 1100 Re.
Within the following several centuries, the new citadels and sites for defense
were transfOfmed into permanent settlements, each with an agora and a citadel
s~'rrounded by defensive walls. These cities were called polis. By the eighth
and seventh centuries B.e., the inhabitants from these Greek cities started to
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establish new polis-type settlements along the shores of the Aegean, Adriatic
and Black Seas. Such cities appeared in Thrace mu ch later, in the fourth

centuiy B.e.
Greek and Thracian cities possessed certain characteristics. They were ,

either cu lt centers or dwelling places of great landowners. Ordinary freemen

and religious and ethnic groups were drawn to such sites to find protectian or
to render services. Merchants and artisans do not appear to have been
we1comed in these seniements. There were even anempts to impede the ir
establishment in the cities. However, many Greek cities were transformed
into commercial centers because of their locatian near or on the
Mediterranean.

Administrative cities with fortified hilltops were a conseguence of Roman

accupation and administration in the Danubean area during the first centuiy
A.D. They sprang up around the militaiy organizations and were mainly
dwelling places for the garrisons. Their inhabitants mostly consisted of
soldiers, administrators and traders who carried on commerce with the
surraunding places. In these cities, manufacturing was under the strict control
of state regulation. These cities were of two types: municipia or towns with
special but limited privileges, such as Belgrade (Onoman Belgrade), Nish
(Ottoman Nis) and Dubravica. Coloniae were the places where Roman citizens
were senled of the rights of citizenships were conferred on the local
inhabitants. The Iatter were built on the Roman model with a forum to serve

as a religious, administrative and economic center, a theater, baths and other

public buildings and were subject to Roman law. The Roman-Danubean
cities were administrative units that included the urban nucleus and the

surrounding agricultural hinterland. They enjoyed special rights but
were not autonomous urban centers. The Roman cities tended to have a

comman lawand a comman plan while Greek cities possessed a diversity
of models.

The decline of the Danubean cities due to the Avar and Slavic invasions

resulted in the development of autonomous towns along the Adriatic littoral.
The Balkan states were often forced to acknowledge the authority of these
Adriatic communities. One of them, Ragusa, kept its autonomy until the

eighteenth centuiy. At the beginning of the thirteenth centuiy, there was a
trend toward acknowledging the municipal privileges of same cities under

Byzantine rule. For example, the city of Yannina (Onoman Yanya) was
exempted from taxes, its inhabitants were free from military obligations
outside the city and its merchants were relieved from the burden of paying

duties when exporting their goods to other parts of the B-yzantine Empire.
These municipal privileges were extended to such cities as Salonika (Ottoman
Selanik) and Adrianople (Ottoman Edirne). The Serbian king Stephan Dusan

. ,"
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confirmed the privileges of the Byzantine towns that he occupied. The

Ottomans alsa extended privileges to a few cities that surrendereel without
resistance. Thus, in 1430, the inhabitants of Yanina hael the right to practice
their religion anel were releaseel from the levy of chilelren (devsirme). These
privileges continueel until the revalt ôf 1611.5

The drift towarel urban autonomy was intensified after the Latin conguest'
of Byzantium. However, this did not produce an upsurge of the Iate Byzantine
city, since the power in the city was almost entirely in the hanels of the feudal.
aristocracy. The guestion of the elecline of the city where feudal elements took'
the upper hand has been unanimously accepted. However, in a number of
cities in the Balkan Peninsula, artisan proeluction reacheel perfection in many

branches, partieularly those that manufactured goods for export. 'This upsurge, \

of proeluction was reflecteel in the life of the urban stratum that was
differentiating itself from the rest of the population: the mieldleclass emergeel
as a differentiated.category. In the two leading cities of Byzantium,
Constantinople (Ottoman Istanbul) anel Salonika (Ottoman Selanik), the
role of the guilds was weakened anel a number of Byzantine institutions
retreated in ,the face of the ever-increasing competition from the italian
merchant guilels.6 .

The regularities mentioned above hald generaiiy true for the Byzantine
and Slav city in the Balkans. The studies on the medieval Bulgarian, Serbian
and Croatian cities do not provide an exhaustive pieture of the internal
structure and economie life of these cities. However, different territorial
distribution of the cities located in the interior, along big rivers or on the coasts
of the three seas surrouneling the Balkan peninsula give them a number of
features and, as a whole, represent a group of Balkan cities elifferingfrom
those in Western Europe.

Anatolla: The Turkish City
The settlement of Turkish tribes in large numbers in Anatolia started

toward the end of the eleventh century, a time when Byzantine rule was
aiready much weakened. The decline of the Byzantine rule in Anatolia was
paraiieled by adecline in the population in urban anel rural areas. The cities
were almost reduced to villages confineel to the castle waiis. Despite this,
Byzantine urban culture strongly influenced early Turkish se.~tlement
patterns anel the physical features of the early Turkish cites. However,
the period before the Ottoman rule was long enough for these features to
faele away. "

The Mongol invasion of the tli'irteerith century brought a second wave

of migrants from Central Asia, resulting in the settlement of large numbers .
of'sedentary and non-seelentaiy groups, partieularly in the Western part of .
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Anatolia. This settlement led initiaiiy to the establishment of towns anel cities
around which a number of petty principalities grew Up.7These newcomers

brought to Anatolia the ir own urban culture resulting in the Turkification of
the Anatolian cities in the course of two hunelred years, mainly under Sekukid
rule Cl074-1243). The Turkification of cities occurreel in three ways:

repopulation and development of old Byzantine cities, establishment of new
cities and sedentarization of nomads in the cities.H

The initial Turkish settlement took place in the Byzantine castle-cities.9 To

a newly conguereel city, a commander or a bey was appointeel as governar.
This was foiiowed by the appointment of other officials such as a juelge (kadi),

a scribe (kalib) and a prayer-leader (imam). The newly arriving Turks must
have settled in the abaneloned guarters anel the important central sections of

the city. The newly-appointed Turkish governar replaceel the Christian

governar in the citadel. A mosgue was alsa built or one of the churches was
converteel into a mosgue. Some of the buildings continued their usual
functions, such as was the case with the Roman baths in the city of Bursa.
Administratively, these cities were included in the Sekukid ikta system, a

system of administration baseel on revenue aiiocation.1o Same of these cities
became the administrative and commercial centers of the Sekukids.

The establishment of new cities was usuaiiy supported by the

establishment of dervish hospices. The role s of dervishes in the settlement and
urbanization process will be explained in the next section in the context of the
formatian of the Ottoman cities. Suffice it to say here that the ir hospices (tekke

and zaviye) were usuaiiy nuclei of a yillage, which in time developed into an
urban center. Same cities were alsa established because of the ne ed to fight

against the Byzantine Empire. When a prince took over a place, he developed
a town there. Same of these towns elid not exist longer thanthis prince anel
his immediate successors anel then became a smaii village, while others

eleveloped into aelministrative centers.
Finaiiy, new suburbs and guarters were created around the cities by the

seulement of namads. In the formatian of such settlements, no distinction was
ma de between urban and rural elements and cities often had agricultural

components. Suburbs were often used for agriculture, gardening anel animal
husbaneliy. Many cities in Anatolia were surrounded by gardens and fields
owned anel worked by the people living in the cities. This constituted one of

the main features of the Anatolian Turkish city.

The spontaneous growth of cities resulted in unplanned structures.

Couityard houses, blinel alleys and labyrinthine streets were the basic
characteristics of Anatolian Turkish cities. There hardly existed an agora or

place of comman assembly (meydan) at the city center. A mosgue, medrese
(school of learning) and markets were situated at the center of the city.
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However, the idea of planned construction of külliyes (complexes of
institutions) was not-developed until the Attornan period.

The Middle East and North Mdca: the Concept of
the "Islamic City" .

The Middle East and North Africa constituted the core area of the Muslim
world where Islam had originated and spread. The spread of Islam occurred

necessarily in conjunction with the building of the cities. Being essentially an
urban religion conforming to urban life, Islam regulated urban society and
determined the basic elements of the urban culture. Therefore, the concept of
the Islamic city is used to describe the cities in the ancient core area of the

Muslim world. The cities in this area differed from one anather and change d -'
internally in numerous ways. However, they kept certain features in comman.
The concept of the Islamic city has served as a model by which the differences
as well as comman features could be studied.

The elements of the Islamic city were the congregational mosque, the süq
(permanent market) and the public bath situated at the center of the city. Other
elements were the narrow, winding, maze-like streets, blind alleys and the

inner courtyards ot:.buildings said to have been the product of the unplanned
nature of the cities. The guarters were endosed spaces in the residential area
of the city, composed of ethnically homogenous groups. Quarters based on
the dientele of famo us politicalar religious leaders, religious sects, Muslim or
non-Muslim ethnic minorities and specialized crafts were alsa found in Islamic

cities throughout the Muslim world. Even such smaIl minorities as foreign
merchants usually had their own guarters. II They did not, however, achieve

overall integration and the city remained a collection of separate guarters. For

example, the populatian of Baghdad lived in separate sections of the city in
the ninth and tenth centuries. Each ethic group was assigned a district of its

own. Immigrants had their own guarters and markets as well. Religious groups
such as Hanbalis, Shi'ites and Christians identified alsa with distinct parts of
the city. Quarters were headed by seyhs appointed by the city governar to
assist in taxation, maintain peace and order, and represent the guarter on
city-wide administrative or ceremonial occasions. c'

Relatively few institutions cut across the boundaries of quarters and bound

the city population together. Guilds and other merchant and ~rtisan
organizations were guite weak. Various fraternal associations such as Sufi

brotherhoods and criminal gangs were more effective in bridging the quarter
division. Though socially and politically important in the cities, such

organizations and associations failed to provide abasis for integration of the
city population into a single community. The larger communities were created

by the learned religious elite belonging to different schools of law. However,
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these communities, though more indusive than quarters and fraternities, were

not governing bodies. They had no power to tax, held no jurisdiction and

possessed no military force.
Islamic cities were not the autonomous communes of the European type

in the Middle Ages. However, they possessed same kind of autonomy. For

example, heads of the guarters and of guilds were intermediaries between the
townspeople and the state. In that sense, they fulfilled a definite autonomous
function. it is misleading not to regard the Islamie cities as communities but as
collections of isola ted groups settled in guarters in different parts of the city,
unable to cooperate in any endeavour of the whole. In fact, social
relationships made order and community possible. In this sense, the Islamie
city dwellers had a highly developed sense of solidarity as they possessed a
civie consciousness through the fact that they were born in a city, lived the re
for a certain period of time and had family ties, and through the unitaiy ties

of religion, language and quarter. Given the fact that these constituted the
basis of autonomy, it may be wrong to say that Islamic cities lacked total

autonomy.
Before the arrival of the Ottomans, the territories in the Middle East and

North Afriea were under the Mamluke rule (1260-1517), with the city of Cairo

(Ottoman Kahire) the capitaL. The Mamlukes recognized the participation of
many local dynasties in the governing of the cities. Due mainly to the Mongol
invasions, the cities of the Middle East, partieularly in the Iraq region, were
devastated and unable to recover for centuries. The Mamluke reign was alsa a

period of gradual dedine for the cities, partieularly in the regions of Egypt and
Syria. When Selim I (1512-1520) took over Damascus (Attornan Sam), the
provincial capital of Syria, the city was in ruins. Particularly devastating was
the outbreak of plague whieh struck the population in 1348.]2 it would,
therefare, not be wrong to say that the Ottomans took over a region and a

society which had been in dedine for the previous two hundred years.]3

The Forrnation of the Ottornan Cities
The integration of the newly conquered territories in the Balkans, Anatolia,

the Middle East and North Afriea into the Attornan administrative system

presented the Ottomans with enormous challenges. However, they arrived in
these areas with a well-artieulatecl visian of state and were eguipped with the

tools necessary to achieve such a reality.
The newly conquered territaries were incorporated into the Attornan

administrative system in one of two ways: they were either incorporatecl

directly into the provincial administration, ar left in the hanek; of the local elite
who pre-dated the conquest. The first method, called the timar system, was

applied in the Balkans and Anatolia, exduding the Eastem part and Syria.]4
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The timar was a system of revenue allocation in which revenue sources
were divided into units called timar, zeamet and hassY The !imar system
was also a system of administration in which the settlement units were

hierarchically divjded into provinces (eyalet/the largest administrative unit
governed by a beylerbeyi), sub provinces (sancaklthe chief administrative unit

governed by a sancak beyi), judicial districts (kaza) and villages. Within the
timar system, the cities were incorporated into the Ottoman administrative

system in one of several ways: all the settlements that could be called cities s>r
towns were either included in the imperial domains of the Sultan as hass OL"
allocated to state officials as hass, zeame/s and timars, or attached to the waqfs
devoted to religious and charitable purposes. The pre-Ottoman urban centers
became the provincial centers of the Ottomans within the tiinar system. The
application of the timar system led to the formatian of a dependent city of
Ottoman type.

The second method was applied in North Africa and part of the Middle
East under the name of the salyane. system and in same parts of the Eastem
Anatolian provinees under the name of hükümet. 16The salyane system was
applied in the provinces of Egypt, Yemen, Lahsa, Habes, Basra, Bagdad,

Trablusgarb, Tuqus and Cezayir-i Garb. In these provinces, the revenues were
not distributed among the state officials as timars. Af ter paying all the military
and administrative expenses, the governors of these provinces had to remit to
the capital a fixed annuaLsum known as salyane.17 A governar (vali/
beylerbeyi), a judge (kadi) and a treasurer (dtifterdar) were appointed by the
center and a]anissary garrison was stationed in the salyane provinces.1S In
many cases, pre-Ottoman local groups and individuals became influential and
took part in the governing of the smail to medium size cities of the salyane
provinces. In the larger cities, however, pre-Ottoman local notables did not
play a significant role in the urban administration. In the long run, this led to
the total autonomy of medium size cities such as Algiers and Tunus and they

became provincial centers. As long as loyalty was preserved and the main
principles of Ottoman policy were observed, the state did not intervene in the
governing of these provinces. In the hükümet sancaks, all revenue belonged

to the tribal bey who was required to contribute a fixed number of troops to
the army during the campaign. In the important cities of Eastem Anatalia,
where the hükümet system was applied, a judge was appo.~nted by the central

government and. a janissary garrison was stationed.
Maintaining peace and security in the provinces necessitated the formatian

of towns and cities of various sizes.19To that end, various reorganizations were

made in the newly acquired Iands. In the process, pre-Ottoman cities
developed further while many cities were alsa established from scratch. The
activities of the Sufi orders, forced migration and the waqf system were among
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the basic tools utilized by the Ottomans in the formation and development
of the cities.

Dervish convents belonging to various Sufi orders and supported by the

waqfs usually became thc nuclei around which villages and even citics were
formed. The dervish convents were usually established on the passageways
and in uninhabited areas providing safety and seeurity, therefore facilitating

urbanization. The heads of the convents, dervishes, also played important

roles, particularly in the settlement of the Turkish population in the Balkans
and Anatolia. In the earlier periods, these dcrvishes took part in the conquest
of the Balkans and initiated the Turkification of Rumelia. They were granted
revenues ehannelled to the waqfs through which urbanization was

supported.2O
The policy of forced migration (sürgün) was followed by the state mainly

as a means of sedentarization and urbanization. Sedentarization of the nama ds
contributed to the Turkification and Islamization of the frontier and the
formatian of villages on the carayan routes or in the unpopulated areas.21

Various professionals such as artisans, craftsmen and merchants as well as

ordinaiy pcasants were systematically transferred from Anatolia to the Balkans
and from the Balkans to Anatolia in order to develop urbanization in the newly

acquired territories. The policy of forccd migration followed by Mehmed II
(1451-1481) is a well-known example of this. He imported individuals with

experience and professional skills to Istanbul to bring about an economie
revival. Re-population of Istanbul through foreed migration was in no way an
isolated phenomcnon designed only to build the newly eonquered capitaL. it
was an overall policy followed by Mehmed II throughout his reign of thirty

years. He utilized the praetiee of foreed migration of the civilian population for
the purpose of revitalizing economies and creating an ethnic religious blend
among the inhabitants of big cities such as Salonika and Trebizond (Attornan
Trabzon).22

The policy of forced migration was also followed as a measure for the

security of the cities. For example, in the aftermath of the conquest of Bclgrade
in 1521, the inhabitants of thc surrounding areas wcre deported to Gallipoli

(Ottoman Gelibolu) near IstanbuL. When Belgrade beeame a hinterland and
safer after the victoiy of Mohaes (1526), the area was repopulated by various

groups who were granted immunities and privileges.23
Waqf basically meant the endowment of a property for the public good. it

supported the urban life in various ways. The most important of these was the
planned eonstruction of külliyes carried out within the framework of the waqf
system. The külliye was a complex of institutions consisting of kitchens
distributing food to the poor (imaret), a mosque, schools of learning
(medrese), a hospital, a library and a traveler's hosteL. Through waqfs, such
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buildings 'as bedestens, shops, caravanserais, mills, bathhouses and dye-houses
were also built for their maintenance.24 These buildings were frequently
established with the desire to renovate the old cities. The construction of

külliye represented the measures ta~en by the Attoman state to protect and
promote the development of cities. Indeed, the economic and commercial
growth of such cities as Istanbul, Edirne, Bursa and Konya was planned
around the külliyes, The establishment of Fatih KÜlliyesi by Mehmed II and

other külliyes by the Ottoman sultans in Istanbul indicates their significance ip

the development of cities.25 Urban expansion was continued in a centralized
fashion through the building of külliyes by later Ottoman Sultans and
statesmen. For example, the town of Ergene (modern Uzunköprü) was
established around such institutions as a bridge, a hostel, a mosque, a inedre~
and various shops built by Murad II (1421-1451). Similarly, the city of Sarayevo
grew up around the külliye endowed by Isa Bey. The külliye founded by
Minnet Bey was the nucleus of Tatarpazarcik, which then became an important
commercial center in Bulgaria. Karapinar, a deserted settlement in Konya,
thrived thanks to a külliye built by Selim II (1512-1520) and became the town
of Sultaniye.26 Following the conquest of the Balkans, mosques and other
buildings in the külliye complex were built in each city to give them an
Ottoman character. For example, as a part of the construction program, a

mosque was built in Crete together with a library and a dervish convent, which
gave the city a typical Attoman character.27

Besides the above-mentioned practices, the road network, trade,
maintenance of safety and security and finally the mines were among the tools
used to develop urban life. The centralized state system of the Ottomans was
another important determinant in the development of urbanism in the
Ottoman lands.

it was no coincidence that big cities were established on the caravan
routes providing transport and communication all over the empire. Long
distance trade was also carried out over the caravan network of the empire.
The main caravan route passing through Anatolia linked Bursa to Tebriz. This
route extended to Kastamonu-Bolu in the north and Ankara-Çorum in the

south and, by way of Amasya, Tokat, Erzincan and Erzurum reached !ebriz.
There were alsa small caravans running between the cities, The caravan routes
alsa extended to the Balkans and the Middle East. There ;;iJsoexisted regular
caravans running between Istanbul and Belgradj Bagdad and Aleppo
(Ottoman Halep); Egypt and North Africa.28Mention should also be made of

the caravans for pilgrims to Mecca (Ottoman Mekke). The role played by the
pilgrimage in the development of the cities of the Middle East and North Africa
is undeniable. Every year thousands of Muslims gathered in Cairo and
Damascus and set out for Mecca in caravans. This contributed to trade in thar
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various goods from different parts of the Islamic world were brought to Egypt
and Syria and marketed there. On the way back home, these caravans were
loaded with goods destined for various parts of the Empire. Moreover, the

purchase of food and other necessities by the pilgrims during the three months
long journey contributed to the economy of the cities on the route. Cities such
as Cairo, Damascus, Aleppo and Mecca made great proflts from the

pilgrimage.29 The caravan network supported the long distance trade, while
the establishment of regional markets aided the rcgional trade. Around these

regional markets, cities of various sizes were devcloped and hierarchical urban
networks were formed,3O

Safety and security on the routes were provideel by the derbend

organization, which was alsa responsible for the general repair anel
maintenance of the roaels. The derbend organization facilitated the

development of villages anel cities establisheel along the routes as well as
the settlement of uninhabiteel places.31 Besides, such organizations as

bridge buileiing (köprücülük), street paving (kaldiriincilik) anel
navigation (geinicilik) assisteel communication anel transport of goods
between cities as well as contributing to the development of the network
of cities.32 For security rcasons, militaiy centers were established around

the fortrcsses in the newly conquered arcas, particularly On the frontiers.

With the conquest of new territories, these centers became hinteriand and

developed into ordinary settlements. Same of these centers continued to

keep the ir military character. The cities on the frontier areas, e.g., the Iraqi
cities that lived under the pressure of Iran until the eighteenth century, are

examples of these. Naturally, in these cities defense always had priority.
The question of the defense of AIgeria, which was exposed to the dangers
from the sea, also occupied the minds of the Ottomans for' centuries.

Similariy, military centers were established for the protection of the

European bOl'ders. The city of Belgrade, taken over by the Ottomans in
1521, was the most important of these centers use d as military bases for the

expeditions to Europe. it was alsa the administrative center of the Pravince
of Sirem.33

The possession and control of the sources of mineral wealth was of critica i

importance to the state,34 The Ottomans were particulariy interested in places
in various parts of the empire where precious metab and minerals were found,
such as silver in Serbia, Macedonia, GÜmÜshane and Ergani near Diyarbakir,

copper in KÜre, iran in Samakov and alum in Sebinkarahisar.35 They made
necessary investments and arrangemcnts for the exploitations of these mines
which in turn facilitated the development of the settlements arauncl them.

For example, in the aftermath of its conquest (1475), Sebinkarahisar was a
small town (kaza) with a fortress and a small population. The state was much
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t::, "interested in.the.alum mine in the vicinity of the town and therefore initiated
~'\~ its .development. By the middle of the sixteenth century, it was transformed

into a smaii size town and became the administrative center of the province of
Karahisar-i SarkL36

Finaiiy, the powerful, centralized sy~tem greatly influenced the
establishment and development of cities. Most of the cities were made centers
of administratian to rule the surrounding countryside. These cities, partieularly
in the Balkans, were originaiiy seats of military chiefs on the frontier areas.37
With the further expansion of the territories, they developed into
administrative and commercial centers with such typieal OUoman institutions

as bedestam, caravanserais and kül/iyes in a relatively short period of time.
Representatives of tl1e state, Le., militaiy and administrative elites such as
bureaucrats, military garrisons, kadis and timar holders who were the
principal consumers of manufacturing and other industries settled in these
cities. Economic and military demands by the state alsa contributed to the
prosperity of many cities.38

Spatial Organization of the Cities
Historical evolutions and geographical conditions of OUoman cities gaye

rise to the differences in their spatial organization. However, because of the
lack of adequate studies on spatial organization and architecture, we are far
from defining the individual features of the Balkan, Anatolian, the Middle
Eastern and North African cities. The only exception to this is the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. Thanks to the availability of studies for these two
centuries, we are able to outline the main features of the Ottoman urban
centers.

The most prominent characteristie identifying the Ottoman city is the
division of the urban space into two parts: A center, where economic,
religious, cultural, ete. activities were carried out, and a residential area. This
type of spatial organization brought about the existence of two types of road
network: wide and weii organized roads at the center and narrow roads and
blind aiieys in the residential area. The planned construction of the center was

carried out by the Sultans and statesmen through waqf endowments. The...
residential area was divided into quarters where the protectian of privacy was
given priority. "-

The government buildings were generaiiy situated in the citadel (kale)

which occupied a dominant position on a hilltop or ariverbank. These
buildings were never at the city's geographic center. Beside the citadel was the
meydan, a place of assembly for parades, consultations and contests. It was
the early-modern equivalent of the classical agora or forum. In the citadel and
around the meydan were to be found religious shrines as weii as a few private
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houses. In the Middle East and North Africa, governmental buildings usuaiiy

occupied places outside the cities. In Anatolia, they were in the city, but never
occupied a central place.

The core area of the center was the commercial zone consisting of

bedesten, caravanserais and shops where all kinds of trade and transactions
were cari'ied OUt.39These buildings belonged to waqfs and provided the larger

part of the urban commercial facilities. And, because such buildings were
rented by merchants and artisans, the waqf system was directly related to
urban economic activity.40The center was organized according to the main

business center of the city, Le., a bedesten in the big cities, and a bazaar in the
medium to small size cities. The shops and buildings allawed for each craft or
business to occupy a street opening on to the high street (uzun çarsi) where
the bedesten was situated at the start. The industries concerning international
or national trade occupied the nearest place to the bedesten. Then came the
.industries contributing to it and the ones which had specific needs, such

as running water. The other buildings in the city center were organized
around the high street. For example, the buildings at the center of Ankara
were divided into two sections, the upper section and the lower

section (yukari yÜz ve asagi yüz), with a high street (uzun çarsi)

connecting them.41
Cultural, religious and health service s were provided by the külliyes which

were alsa situated at the center of the city. The great mosque, the most

prominent symbol of the Ottoman city, was part of the kÜlliye complex
together with their annexes of higher sehools, public baths and fountains.

As aiready mentioned above, the residential area of the city was divided

into quarters called mahalle. Those who were wealthy enough occupied the
quarters near the city center. Further from the center were the quarters of the
ordinaiy city dwellers. The so-called unorganized structure of the Ottoman
city, Le., narrowand labyrinthine streets, blind alleys and unplanned quarters,
which were the main characteristics of lslamic cities as well, is closely related
to the concerns for privacy of the city dwellers.42 Quarters were the basic units
of urban society, headed by alocal prayer leader (imam). Each quaiter was
alsa the i.ioit for administration and tax collection. The quaiters were usually
formed around a mosque. Small groups of people who were bound together

by family ties, a comman viiiage origin, ethnic or religioiis identity or
oceiipation usually inhabited the same quarter.43 Members of a quarter knew
each other and were responsible for the behavior of each other.44

Segregation was the most pronounced characteristic of Ottoman cities.
Like most city dwellers, minority groups usuaiiy lived in t.heir separate

quarters. The city of ]e~l.isalem (Ottoman KudÜs) is the best example of this,
as it was divided into four large quarters, namely Muslim, Christian, ]ewish and
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Armenian.45 The division of quarters according to ethnic-religious identity or
occupation, however, should not necessarily imply a lack of communication
among the se groups.

Beyand the residential area wer<; the industries that caused inconvenience
to urban dwellers and the crafts thatrequired more contact with the
countiyside: tanners, dyers, slaughterhouses, butchers, blacksmiths,
locksmiths, coppersmiths, potters, saddlers and dealers in food-stuffs.46 The
lower classes of urban dwellers, Le., newcomers to the city or the laborers .

working for the industries nearby, alsa lived in this part of the city. Finally,
came the outskirts where the city met the countryside.

Demographic and Social Structure of the Cities
As with other aspects of Ottoman cities, there is a lack of studies on

demographic and social structure that allow meaningful comparisons of the
cities in different parts of the empire. This is due partly to the unavailability of
sources that le nd themselves to such studies. In the Balkans, Anatolia and Syria
where the timar system was applied, land survey registers (tahrir defters) are
used for population estimates. These sources are, however, restricted to the
fifteenth, sixteenth and for same regions seventeenth centuries. For the rest of
the empire, where no 'such records exist, population estimates have been
made using hints contained in narrative sources like chronicles, travelers'
accounts and consular reports. Urban biographies and chronicles, extant

for the Ottoman Arab ci~ies, are not available for the Anatolian and Balkan
cities, which would have refined our understanding of the urban elite in these
areas. In compensation, Shar'iah court registers (kadi sicils) are available for
most of the empire, providing us with an insight into the non-elite urban
communities.

The most important finding of the studies conceming demography is the
overall population increase in the Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century.
The rise in urban population was much faster than that of the rural population
and all categories of towns shared in this trend. Most Anatolian cities were
small in size at the beginning of the sixteenth century. There were only two
cities in the category of big size in Anatolia: Bursa and Ankara, each ",ith a

population of 3,OQOtaxpayers. By the end of the same century, this number
had risen to eight. Similarly, the numbers of the middle-sized cities were
twenty at the beginning of the period of Suleyman the Magnificent 0520-
1566); sixty years later, this number had nearly doubled. Small and medium
sized cities were established on the trade routes and along the river valleys,
and a network of cities developed. Parallel with the population increase, urban
growth was mostly concentrated in the Westem and central parts of AnataHa.
The spectacular growth of cities, coupled with the population increase, ..
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induced the development of cities at higher levels and all AnataHan cities and

towns took part in this process.47 Kayseri, Karaman, Amasya, Trabzon and
Erzurum were among the cities that grew up in this period.4HThe insignificant
Eastem Anatolian town of Mardin developed into a city in this period as well

(2,196 households in 1530).49Diyarbakir in Eastem AnataHa was among the
big size cities in AnatoHa with a population of 3,433 households in 1540.5o
In the sixteenth century, Istanbul was two or three times bigger than

contemporary European cities and was the largest city in Europe with a

population reaching half a million.'l According to the population figures from
the first half of the sixteenth century 0520-1530), the main urban centers of

the empire were Istanbul 06,326 households), Edime (4,061 households),
Ankara (2,704 households), Tokat (1,519 hausehalds), Konya 0,114
households) and Sivas (1,011 households) in Anatolia.,2

The cities in the Balkans alsa experienced a sustained population growth

throughout the sixteenth century and followed a pattem of development
similar to that of the other parts of the Empire. In the sixteenth centuiy, the

largest city in the Balkans was Selanik.53 it was followed by Athens, NicopoHs
(Ottoman Nigbolu), Serres (Ottoman Serez), Sarayevo, Monastir (Ottoman
Manastir), Trikkala (attoman Tirhala), Larissa and Sofia (attoman Sofya).54In
the Mid(Ue East and North Africa, Damascus was the largest with a population
of 57,326; Aleppo came second with nearly the same population, 56,881.55
Cairo and the port city of Alexandria, about which no population figures are
available, were among the largest urban centers in the whole area.

However, the impressive growth rates of the sixteenth century Ottoman
towns were to be followed by adecline by the end of that centUry. In AnataHa,

urban growth was arrested by the ce/ali rebellions of the Iate sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries. Accompanying social conflict brought about a
significant decline in the populations of the urban centers.56 Due alsa to the
high rate of inflation, the waqfs providing various services in the towns were
to limit the extent of their services, which further arrested the development of
the cities. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to establish the true extent of the
deterioration and its effects on the development of cities on the basis of
available studies. The consensus among the researchers, however, is that the
events of the Iate sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries were not as
destwctive on Anatolian society, or on the AnatoHan cities, as had been

previously thought. it might be enough to cite the example of Bursa which,
despite population lasses, experienced no structural changes during the
seventeenth century and continued to function in this centuiy.,7 The same is
true for the cities of Ankara and Kayseri, which were. the second and third

biggest cities in Anatolia after Bursa, and which recorded marked increases in
population in the second half the seventeenth century.SH

_i
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Similar phenomena are observed in the Balkans, starting as early as the
final decade of the sixteenth century, when the cities started to lose their
population. A century-long decline of cities had aiready set in, showing itself

primarily in the a<iministrative and rpilitary centers.59 The decline of the Balkan
cities, which started at different times in different regions, had aiready become
a widespread phenomenon in the early part of the seventeenth century. The
changes in trade and politics of this century were the main factors responsible
for the decline of the Balkan cities. Nevertheless, this was not a prolonged.
decline affecting all of the Balkans. '

Regarding the cities in ,the Middle East and North Africa, new methods
have been developed to measure the extent of the growth of cities, e.g.,
population figures were estimated on the basis of the numbers and sizes o,P
mosques and public baths. The expansion of a city was assessed on the basis
of the mavement of tanneries away from the city. The application of new
methods and approaches has led to a substantial revision of the comman belief
that the Arab cities experienced an overall decline from the sixteenth to the
nineteenth century. it is now believed that the re was a significant growth at
least in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries both in terms of population
and economy.60 More studies are needed for a better understanding of the
demography of the Arab cities of the Attornan Empire covering all periods.

The urban population of the empire was theoretically divided into two
categories of Muslim and non-Muslim. Impased by the Shar'iah, this
classification did not correspond to the real social divisions in urban society.
However, this classificaiion found its expressian in the settlement patterns of
the urban dwellers, where members of different faiths usuaIly lived in the ir
separate quarters headed by their own religious leaders. This did not hinder
good relations among people belonging to different faiths.61

The social structure of urbansociety was determined by two categories:
the ruling elite and the ordinary city dwelIers. The hierarchical division of
urban society, most pronounced in the Balkans, the Middle East and North
Africa, was closely related to the Attornan administrative philosophy which
alsa divided the whole of society into two broad categories: the rulers and the
ruled. The ruling elite included the administrative and military authorities,

together with the'i°fficials responsible for the maintenan<;e of lawand order in
the city and in the countryside. The eyalets were govern~d by the governar
generalaf theprovinces (beylerbeyi) appointed by the central administration.
They resided in one of the sancaks in the eyalet called pasa sancagi, Le., the
central province. Other sub-provinces in the eyalet were governed by the
governors (sancakbeyi). Beylerbey~,>and sancakbeyis resided in the cities with
their entourages composed of bureaucratic and military professionals sent out
from the capitai.62 In the Middle East and North Africa, provincial governol's'
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usualIy occupied places outside the cities.6j In Anatolia, they resided in the
fortresses or buildings in the city, which functioned both as their residence and

office.M A janissaiy garrison was stationed in the city. A judge (kadt), the
commanding officer (subasi) and a market inspector (mubtesib) also lived in
the city.65 '

The closest to the ruling elite were the notables who were one of the social

groups in the urban population. Wealthy merchants, famous 1eaders of
religious orders and representatives of craftsmen made up this group, whose
primary function was to regulate the relationships between the state and urban
dwellers.66 There were alsa groups of peoples providing religious services

through waqfs, such as religious functionaries (imam, müezzin), religious
leaders (seyhler, dervisid) and descendants of the Prophet Mubammed
(Sadat). These groups constituted the transitional category between the ruling
elite and ordinaiy city dwelIers. The ruling elite, together with the notables and

the religious functionaries, made up only a smaIl portion of the urban

population.
The ordinary city dwelIers who constituted the urban masses were

mostly craftsmen (zanaatkar) and tradesmen.67 The craftsmen were members
of their own guild organizations, such as shoe-makers (baffaf), iron smiths
(demirciler), bread-makers (ekmekçilei~, sesame ring-mak ers (simiiçiler),
dessert-makers (tatlicilar), ete. The tradesmen were of twO classes: those who
handled the loeal and guild produce and those who engaged in the long-
distanee earavan trade. The first categoiy consisted mainly of shopkeepers and
artisans known as esnaf, where as the second eategoiy included merchants,
known as tüccar or bazirgan. The shopkeepers and artisans were organized

according to the traditional guild system. The merchants were outside this
structure. The class of traclesmen constituted the richest layer of the urban

population.6ij
Among the urban population, there existed a group enjoying a low profile.

This group consisted mainly of water-carriers, salesmen, porters, servants,
peddlers, caretakers and daily workers. Such marginal groups as beggars,
thieves and jobless individuals were also included among the lower classes of
the eities.

1%

Economic Activities in the Cities
The most distinguishing feature of the city from the eountiy was that

the city was a plaee where secondary activities, the processing of raw material
and tertiary activities, provisioning of variolis services such as health,
edu cation and justice, wcrc carricd oiit (the primary ~ictivities being the

prodiiction of raw material, Le., agriculture and animal husbandry). However,
just as in the European cities of the pre-industrial period, the primaiy activities
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were not left out of Attornan cities altogether, particularly in smail and medium
sized cities.69Within the scope of this study, activities concerning manufacture
and trade are the points of concern, while agricLlltural activities and animal
husbandiy, mostly confined to home consumption, are left out of
consideration. .

All the production and manufacturing activities in the cities were carried
out within the framework of the guild organization, which set well-defined
rules and regulations. The sale of manufactured goods was alsa arranged by
the guilds.7OMost of urban guilds worked primarily for the local market
consisting of the town and the surrounding villages. Same specialized and
valuable goocls were alsa produced for the internal and external market. For
example, the textile production from Egypt was said iri European markets as
well as in internal markets of the empire.71 Similarly, Ankara speciaÜzed in
manufacturing mohair textiles exported to Europe.72

The commerdal centers of the dties grew up around the bedestens, which
were places of international trade and transaction. ]ewelleiy shops were next
to the bedesten, as were the places for money exchange. Other shops
producing and selling such products as shoes, soap, quilts, mats, etc., were
alsa loeated at the city center in order of importance. Bedestem were found in
all the big Attornan cities such as Istanbul, Bursa, Sarayeva, Sofia, Monaster,
Serres, and Salonika.73 In the cities where there was no bedesten, inns (han)

fulfilled similar functions. Those inns located at the center of the city were
trade centers, while the ones located outside the city were places of
accommodation for merchants. The number of inns in a city gives an idea of
the volume of the commercial activity in that city. For example, the re were
360 inns in Cairo, 56 in Aleppo, 57 in Damasciis, 44 in Baghdad, 35 in Mosul
and 18 in AIgiers.74

The Attornan Empire, covering the three fourths of the Mediterranean
world, was the largest political formatian in the area since the Roman Empire.
This formatian facilitated the circulation of vadoLlS goods as well as peoples
in a single unit where the same laws and regulations were observed and the
same currency was in use. The giant markets of the empire provided a
necessary means for the development of internal trade until the nineteenth
century. For example, textiles from Syria and Egypt, coffee from Aleppo and
Cairo, spices and textiles from the East, leather wo~ks, woollen elothes and
olive oil from the Maghdb, tobacco from Selanik and timbel' from Anatolia
were all marketed within the empire. The provisioning of Istanbul was a huge
task that created an enormous market for internal trade.7s The military needs
of the state alsa created substantial demand in the' internal markets. It should

be noted that up to the nineteenth century, trade with Europe was of
secondary importance.76 ~
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,dJ;!r The geographical pasition of the empire allawed control of the
international trade routes between the east and the west, which facilitated

trade at every levcl. However, with the discoveiy and use of new routes
in the sixteenth centLlry, the Ottoman controlled routes lost the ir importance
and the cities on the route, particularly in Anatolia, were left without a
motivation for further development. Nevertheless, the routes were actively
used for internal trade, compensating partially for the losses in international
trade. For example, the road starting from Tebriz reaching Bursa through
a few different routes was impartant for long distance, as well as regional
trade. Erzurum, Sivas, Tokat, Bursa, Kayseri, Diyarbakir and Trabzon were
cities on this route owing their development to it.77Among these cities,
Bursa was an important point of the transit trade where the goods of
the east were exchanged with the goods of the west and exported to

Europe. The second capital city of Edirne in Rumelia was anather
significant trading point connecting Istanbul to the cities of the Balkans
and Europe.7K

With Attornan suzerainty projected over sea-Ianes and caravan routes to

the east, the empire became the sole power in the Eastern Mediterranean. The
transit trade created a lively commercial environment in the Middle East and
North Africa where the cities could develop further. Consequently, many cities,
such as Tunus and Cairo in North Africa, developed in size as well as in

economy.79 The Arab cities alsa became important trade centers. Among
these, Aleppo became a transit point for goods coming from India and
the Persian Gulf to all over the empire, which brought about a great increase
in the volume of international trade.so The city occupied an exceptional

place in trade and was visited by Iranian, Venetian, French and British
merchants.

The Balkan cities recorded significant economic growth, contributing

to both regional and inter-regional trade. Some cities were marked off due

to specific activities such as the presence of ports by the sea and along the
Danube, certain highly profitable production facilities, as was the case
with the rice fields ne ar Plovdivand Serez, and trade and crafts as in
Bitola and Skopje (Attoman Skopçe).Hl These activities contributed to the

development of cities and city life in the Balkan territories of the Ottoman

Empire.
The self-sufficient economy of the empire was challenged by the

increasing amount of European goods marketed in the empire towards the

eighteenth century. This resulted in a slow decline in local industiy. But still,
local production was large enough to me et local demand. In the nineteenth
century, faced wiih European competition, domestic industiy collapsed

entirely, together with the cities that supported it.H2
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Transition to Modernization in the Nineteenth
Century

The nineteenth centuiy was a period when the modernizing efforts of the
Ottoman state were at their peak. The cities were no exception to this.

Modernization of the Ottoman state and society under the strong influenc~ of
Europe inevitably brought changes in the administrative and spatial
organization of the cities as well as in the lifestyles of urban dwellers, The

declaration of the Tanzimat (the Regulations) in 1839 signified a turning point
in the organization of the cities, transforming the urban layout in line with the
modern urban planning. The immediate results of the Tanzimat were seen in

the cities, as the state became closely interested in changing their physical
features as well as their functioning by various laws and regulations. In tfiis
respect, a document prepared in 1839 concerning the widening of roads and
docks and the reorganization of the narrow streets and blind alleys in Istanbul
is alsa particularly well worth mentioning, However, this document was so

utopian that at a time when the widest street in Istanbul, Divanyolu, was barely
6 metel's, it specified the minimum street width as 7.6 metel's. it alsa seems to

be foretellinB with its suggestion of the opening of the bank-way on the

Golden Horne.' This was only realized in 1985-87. The first Code of Buildings
(Birinci Ebniye Nizamnamesi) of 1848 and the Code of Expropriation
(jstimlak Nizamnamesi) of 1856 signalled the beginning of the undel'taking to
change the physical appearance of the capital Istanbul and the other cities

according to the European model:83 there was reorganization of the streets in

straight forms, widening of the streets, expropriation of lands for public use,
reorganization of city administration and the provisioning of cities and various
new services.

The program of reorganizing the cities by the central administration was

primarily applied in IstanbuL. Under the modernizing program, the center of

Istanbul was successfully managed by the use of new technology, i.e., cars and
tramcars. The center then became an integrated whole. However, for the inner
city transportatian, the new technology was inadequate. In the residential

areas, transformatian from wooden to brick houses, and the building of houses

and apartments in an orderly way were all part of the il<~wurban planning
program, the result was that the city developed towards previously
uninhabited areas.84

The earthquake of 1855 was taken as an opportunity to implement the
modernization program for the first time outside IstanbuL. Bursa was declared

a development area and was reorganized and restored according to the new
concept of urbanism and the ideals of the Tanzimat85 The transformatian of

the old model of a separated and segregated city into an integrated who le was,
however, to be successful in the long term.86 '
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The cities of Anatolia and the Balkans were transformed through va rious

modernization programs undertaken by the ir governors. Reorganization of the

urban space, such as the widening of the streets, the opening of new streets,
the construction of roads connecting the city center to the residential areas,

highways between cities and tramcal' roads were among the primaiy concerns
of eveiy Ottoman governar, though it was not an easy task to change the old
urban stmcture, Clock towers (saat htleleri), militaiy barracks (kislalar) and

government houses (hükümet kona/<.lari)were built in every city and eve n in
small towns without exception as a part of the modernization programo87

The empire-wide organization of the administration as well as the
architecture of the cities in the nineteenth century brought ab out substantial

changes in the Middle East and North Africao One of the most significant of
these changes was the inereasing involvement of local groups and persons or
those who became governors in a certain area where they established strong
ties with the local elite in the governing of the provinces, particularly the
distant ones. The well-known governor Mehmed Ali Pasa was the most

prominent of these who actively took part in the administration of the province
of Egypt. The rise of similar persons or groups of local origin in other parts of
the region created a range of cities attached to the empire to various degrees
in terms of administration and loyalties, and facilitated the development of the

region towards autonomy by the end of the nineteenth centuiy.
The major stmctural changes in the Anatolian cities coincided with the

penetration of European capitalism into the empire in the eighteenth centuiy.
Certainly, developments in Europe after the sixteenth century affected the
empire by limiting its expansiono So mu ch so that the history of the Ottoman
Empire from the n on is seen by many researchers as its peripheralization by
the European capitalist economyH8 Due also to the refoffil plans of this
century, the empire became more and more exposed to European influencesH9
In the nineteenth centuiy, Europe was already industrialized and searching for
new markets. After the 1740 capitulations and especially after the 1838 Anglo-

Ottoman Trade Agreement, the Ottoman Empire was forced to become an

open market where European goods were bought and said freely with law
customs tariffs. For example, low-quality textiles from France, England,
Netherlands and Venice were said in BursaYo

In many Anatolian cities, the production structure was increasingly coming
under the influence of Western goods. The Anatolian cities became centers

providing European markets with raw materials, The immediate consequence
of this was a rapid decline of production in the cities of Anatolia. The number
of silk-weaving looms in Bursa was as high as 2,000 in the eighteenth centuiy
and fell to barely 45 in 1845 in Bursao91Similarly, while the number ofweaving
looms in Ankara was 621 in 1590, it fell to 546 in 1827. Towards the end of
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this century, there remained only a very few weaving looms in the city and a
small number in the villages around.92

The opening of the resources of the empire to Western markets and the

dedine of industry ti.:ansformed the cities to the extent that most of the
AnataHan cities lost their specialized production activities and became trading
centers with collectiye and distributive functions. Trade with Europe led to the
rise of port cities in AnataHa. The city of Izmir was one of these port cities that
started to rise in the seventeenth century as a result of trade with Europe
through a large group of foreign merchants settled there.93 Trabzon on the
Black Sea coast and Mersin on the Mediterranean coast were among the port
cities that flourished in the nineteenth century.94 The port cities became points
of collectian of goods transported by railway system from the hinterland. The .'
goods were then sent from small ports to large harbors and from there
exported to Europe. This transportatian structure necessitated the formatian of
big harbor cities such as Istanbul, Selanik, Iskenderun and BeirutYs The new
transportation network, seaways as well as railways, prevented regional
economic integration in AnataHa, as a result of which most of the urban
centers in the hinterland, such as Ankara, Sivas and Tokat, experienced a
rapid dedine.

The intrusion of European capitaHsm into the Balkans had more positive
effects than in AnataHa. The Balkan lands were increasingly being transformed
into a kind of appendix to European capitaHsm whose primary function was
to provide raw material. This, however, did not mean a dedine in local
production. On the contrary, the upsurge of artisan production, particularly in
the textile industry, responded to the growing needs of the regional as well as
the inter-regional markets.96 Textile products were marketed internally in the
remote parts of the Ottoman Empire. For example, Bulgarian producers
became the principal suppHers of textiles and ready-made dothes to the
Ottoman army and the population of AnataHa. The Bulgarian merchants
maintained direct commercial ties with Wallachia, Russia and Austria.97 A

network of cities based on trade was alsa developed in the Balkans during this
period, which gaye rise to the formation of new urban centers of various

sizes.98All these developments eventually led to the formation' of a new la.yer
of prosperous merchants in the cities. This newly rising bourgeoise, which
formed an upper stratum in nineteenth century Balkan cities, .was responsible
for the national revival of their respective nations that eventually led to their
independence from the Ottoman Empire.99 The cities were the main places
where,rhe various stages of these developments took place.

Changes in world trade patterns induced a decrease in Middle Eastem and
North African trade with Europe. European merchants were alsa finding it
difficult to sell the textile product that had been the staple of the ir side of the
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trade. This was mainly due to the decrease in the silk production of Iran,
which meant fewer goods to exchange. The lass of trade with Europe was

compensated by the increasing volume of interregional and regional trade.
This an'ested the dedine of the cities to a great extent. The colonization of the

region by the European powers in the Iate nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries brought the region under strong economic as well as political
influence of Europe, more so than in other parts of the empire. The colonial
f\.ilers, France in North Africa and England in the Middle East, controlled the
economies of these areas, subordinating them to their own economies. In this

period, the physical features as well as social structures of the urban centers
came under the influence of the colonial powers.

The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries witnessed the gradual

disintegration of the Ottoman Empire and the emergenee of a series of
autonomous and independent states in the Balkans, the Middle East and North
Africa. This was a direct consequence of the population movements in the
nineteenth century. Migrations, mobility and population losses in that century

changed the compasition of the cities.ioo Much of the subjeetivity and
controversy involved in population issues has been due to envisaging a

homogenous nation by the leaders of the nationalist movements out of
multi-ethnic, religious andlinguistic entities. Aeademic studies on the

population of this period are not yet freed from these biases.

Conclusion: Problems and Perspectives
Despite their widely different histarical, eultural and geographical

eonditions, the Ottoman cities acquired same common characteristics

through the applieation of certain policies by the Ottomans, such as state
supported activities of the Sufi oi'ders, forced migration, the waqf system
and the building of safe and secure road networks for trade. As a consequenee,
a stable environment was created in which the economy revived and the

population increased. This contributed the development of cities. As a result,
a new type of eity was bom, which can be identified as the "Ottoman city.n

The most distinguishing feature of the Ottoman cities was the planned

construction of külliyes by the sultans and statesman through the waqf system.

They consisted of a harinonious unity of buildings such as mosque, hospital,
libraiy, imm-et, public bath, medrese and other similar buildings. Commercial
buildings such as bedesten, shops, caravansaries and mills were constructed
in oi'der to support the külliyes. These buildings dynamically reshaped both
the architecture and the social and economic life of the cities. But, we are as

yet far from describing the effects of these institutions and buildings on various
aspects of the Ottoman cities. There is a need for more study from a
comparative perspective.
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Studies about the spatial organization of Attornan cities are often restricted
only to the centers of prominent' cities. More studies are needed on the

planned construction of city centers around külliyes. The continuation of space
from the city to the countryside and th.eir mutual and close social and

economic relationship haveta a large extent be en ignored. Research into
Ottoman socialand economic history using land survey registers (tahrir
diftelS) and Shar'iah court registers (kadi sicilleri) reveals economic links

between regional cities and surrounding villages in Anatolia. However,

whether or not they constituted a network extending to all parts of the empire
or were local isolated groupings remains unanswered. Such research which

involves geographical conditions are rare for the Balkans, the Middle East and
North Africa.

Studiesconcerning the demographic structure of Attornan cities usually
adopt a piecemeal approach which considers onlyone aspect of the problem,
such as settlement patterns, communities, elite, ete. This is partly be cause the
nature of the problem is that the sources are rich and diverse and usually not
comparable for all parts of the empire. Amodel building approach supported
by computer' techniques can provide a solution. Population movements and

migratian between' cities and between the city and Its surroundings constitute
important themes for future study. Construction of a model of population
distribution and mavement in the Balkans, Anatolia and a large part of
the Middle East, where data is available for statistical analysis, will be
equally cruciaL.

As to trade and commerce, many studies have been undertaken for the

Attoman period all over the empire, thanks to the wealth of documentary
sources such as land survey registers, Shar'iah court registers and waqf
documents. The problem of international, interregional and regional trade has
drawn the attentian of the scholars of Attoman economic history. However,
usually, onlyone aspect of a trade in an area is studied. For example, Anatolia
was studied in terms of regional trade whereas in the Middle East and North
Africa, more emphasis was put on interregional and international trade. This
has led researchers to evaluate the nature of the contribution of trade in the
development of cities differently. More studies are therefore needed to close
the gap between differing views.

Finally, research on the transformation of Attoman cities .has usually
emphasized the similarities among the cities, which derived largely from
nineteenth century nationalism, modernization and peripheralization by the
European capitalist economy. Even though these nations contain elements of

truth, much is lost by organizing the research around such models, particularly
the variety that characterized the early modern Ottoman citi~s. An alternative

approach for the study of the cities through the entire Ottoman period and
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emphasizing their apogee rather than formatiye or transitional periods could
be more helpful. The cIties could then be envisioned in the ir own terms, not

as predecessors to twentieth century nation states.
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